
VRP 350 AI Strategy Overview

Duration VRP 350 AI SPX

2017 - 2022 YTD 467% 84%

TTM 247% -6%

Please note concerning VRP 350 AI
- Cost per contract is $250

- Minimum investment required per contract is $3,900

- Maximum drawdown per contract is $2,000 (51.28%)

- Holding time per contract is 3 Days

VRP 350 AI is one of Moneza's core trading strategies.  It is a VRP SKEW extraction strategy that trades only in SPX weekly options. VRP 350 AI uses artificial
intelligence to predict and produce advantages by identifying volatility patterns and learning from recent history. The artificial intelligence powering VRP 350 AI
is trained every 3 to 6 months and uses the most recent 3-month history to evaluate and optimize performance. This strategy is unique in the market as we use
data analytics to predict volatility instead of predicting the directional nature of the stock market itself.

Leverage proprietary deep learning algorithms to assess the bullish or bearish-ness of the most mispriced trades and optimize for maximum edge

WHAT IS VRP?

The Variance Risk Premium (VRP) is the premium in price paid by market participants to hedge against variations in future realized volatilities. In other words, it's
the price paid by participants to gauge market sentiment about uncertainty.

It is the difference between future variance (implied by the option price) and the actual variance realized overtime. And while this is a valuable tool to appraise
the uncertainty about future variations in stock returns (including during extreme events), this is often mispriced as it does not always take into proper
consideration every critical factor involved in decisions made by participants. As a result, we can design strategies to take advantage of these opportunities.

MONETIZING THE VRP: In essence, a money-making strategy just needs to sell the implied 30-day variance of the SPX while buying the SPX realized for the

same period collecting the difference. If only we could find an instrument to do this...

WHY THE SPX AND NOT THE SPY?

OPTION TO EXPIRE: SPX is a European Style Option vs SPY being an American Style Option. This means that SPX is cash-settled at the expiration date, so it

cannot be exercised prior to expiration as SPY can. Trading on SPX options will save you from all closing commission costs as you will not need to close your
position. Instead, you can let your options expire into cash if you win the binary trade.

LARGER CONTRACT SIZE: SPX contracts are 10x larger than SPY contracts which can lead to lower commission costs depending on how your commissions are

charged.

BETTER TAX BENEFITS: Lastly, there are major differences in tax treatment between the two option types. Many investors believe SPX options offer tax

advantages due to how the IRS treats SPY options versus SPX options.

Investors are usually allowed 60% of the profits from trade when using SPX options- treated as long-term capital gains, no matter how long you held
them even if it's for 1 day. SPX options receive these advantages because the IRS gives SPX options special treatment (Section 1256).

We caution that although the SPX can seem like the better option from a tax standpoint, the tax implications in their treatment may not be significant
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enough to guarantee an advantage. Please be sure to check with your CPA as we do not provide tax advice and tax rules can and do change.

EXPLOITING MARKET INEFFICIENCIES

STRUCTURAL INEFFICIENCES: The world today operates in a

computer-based financial market which uses stochastic mathematical
models.

SOURCES OF INEFFICIENCES: Transactions within markets

are coordinated by market makers who care most about the spread
between the bidding and asking prices and much less so about the
exact price itself. This results in frequent mispricing.

With SPX options, price volatility is left largely unchecked by the
biggest participants (institutions) who trade these options only to
hedge for regulatory concerns. Additionally, the observable tendency
of option-dealers is to overprice puts vs. calls. This creates mispricing
opportunities for us to capitalize upon.

VRP MISPRICING CREATES EDGE: As options dealers hedge their positions to eliminate directional risk, they create an exchange of risk (directional vs.

variance) and as option prices depend mostly on the expected variance of the underlying asset, this results in observable and persistent overpricing of variance
in the option (e.g., the SPX). Therefore, our strategies are focused on collecting the variance risk premium

TECHNOLOGY

Moneza uses deep learning - Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) and Long Short-Term Memory Networks (LSTM) to
increase its edge by predicting standard deviation and mean of closing SPX prices in 1- and 5-day sessions. The same principles can be applied to raw market
data to determine whether to buy or sell binary spreads.

How it works for VRP 350 AI Strategy

CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORKS (CNN): Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) are series of algorithms that work to identify underlying relationships in

complex datasets. In other words, it's a computerized method to mimic the functionality of the human brain. In our case, this is used to analyze market
movements.

DEEP REINFORCEMENT LEARNING (DRL): Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) essentially helps these algorithms learn how to achieve complex objectives.

LONG SHORT-TERM MEMORY NETWORKS (LSTM): Long Short-Term Memory Networks then helps by allowing previously viewed information to persist. This is

like watching a movie while remembering what transpired in the previous scene or reading a book while knowing what happened in the previous chapter.

Together, our technology leverages these systems to analyze the market and extract key insights needed to execute our strategy. In doing so, we developed
Ultra, a family of proprietary convolutional nets which we use to extract variance risk premiums more efficiently with increased win rates while reducing
maximum drawdowns.
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